The advent of neuroimaging, particularly functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), has provided additional support for the perception-action account of ventral and dorsal stream function. When subjects are this double dissociation between perception and action According to this view, the visual system creates a sina step further by demonstrating differential sensitivity gle general-purpose representation of the external of the ventral and dorsal streams to images of objects world that provides a platform for both cognitive operaand grasping hands. Shmuelof and Zohary scanned the tions as well as the real-time control of goal-directed brains of normal volunteers as they viewed brief video actions. Evidence from a broad range of experiments, clips of a hand reaching out to grasp different objects. however, suggests that such a monolithic account of Sometimes the grasping hand was on the left side of visual function is incorrect. Instead, the visual control the screen and the object was on the right, and someof actions-from saccadic eye movements to skilled times their positions were reversed. Using three sepagrasping movements of the hand and limbs-appears rate lines of evidence, Shmuelof and Zohary demonstrate to depend on visual mechanisms that are functionally that ventral stream areas were selectively activated by and neurally separate from those mediating our percepviewing the object, whereas dorsal stream areas were tual experience of the world.
the normal workspace of one's own hand activates some sort of online control network that involves the dorsal stream, even though the subject is not actually grasping an object. Whatever the real explanation might be, the results of Shmuelof and Zohary's elegant experiment remind us once more that (ultimately) the brain did not evolve to enable us to think; it evolved to enable us to act. 
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